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The  present paper is  an  attempt  to  describe  a  particular 
semantic  domain  in Thai,  that of  local relations,  in  terms  of 
1 
a  gradual  interconnection of what  traditional descriptions 
usually regard  as distinct and  isolated categories.  It is based 
on  the well-known  observation  that isolating languages  like 
Thai  t~pically displayahigh degree of  'multifunctionality', 
or else of syntactic  'versatility' of very  many  lexical  items. 
This  observation has  led time  and  time  again,  particularly 
in the older literature,  to  the  general,  erroneous,  conclusion 
that isolating languages  do  not genuinely distinguish word 
categories  as do  languages  with arieher morphology,  though, 
just as  a  descriptive tool,  the traditional categorial  inventory 
still seemed  to best facilitate access  for  the  foreign  student. 
More  recent literature has,  however,  given  up  the  long 
prevailing bias  that categorial distinctions must necessarily 
be  warrented  by morphological material,  and  has  rightly acknow-
ledged  that syntactic distribution provides  just as  valid evi-
dence.  Descriptive methods  have  sometimes  been  carried  to  the 
opposite  extreme,  however,  claimlng all kjnds  of word  classes 
without  providing sufficient syntactic  evidence  for  the  neces-
sity of their distinction within  the given  system.  Thus,  multi-
functionality of lexical  items  has  usually not been  described 
as  such;  instead,  the  student of an  isolating  language  is often 
presented with  a  confusing  amount  of different categorial 
assignments  of  ever  the  same  lexical  instances. 
Now,  linguistic thought in re  cent years has  approached  the  ques-
tion of distinct categories  - no  matter whether  in  an  isolating 
or  any  other  type  of  language  - in the  growing  insight that 
these,  in reali  ty,  are not ever so many  pidgeonholes,  as  i t  were, 
in mutual  isolation,  but rather reflect ranges  of gradual  con-
cepts with  prototypical manifestations  ('focal  instances') 
which  by  a  decrease,  and  complementary  increase,  of  certain 
propertie~merge into one  another. 
With  respect  to  this  approach,  isolating languages,  just 2 
because of their morphological  poverty,  seem  to provide much 
supporting evidence,  for their multifunctional  use of  lexemes 
most  clearly reveals  such  a  gradual  interconnection of  categories. 
In this  sense,  the paper presented here tries to  add  to the 
material  evidence which,  over recent years,  has  been  forthcoming 
both  from  different linguistic schools  in general  and  from  in-
vestigations of various  isolating languages  in particular. 
The  semantic area  studied in the  following  pages  yields 
a  clear systematic  interconnection of three different categories, 
viz.  that of nouns  - as  the  focal  instance of maximum  syntactic 
independence -,  that of verbs  - as,  conversely,  the  focal  in-
stance of maximally relational concepts -,  and,  as  an  intermediary 
category between  these  two,  that of prepositions which  the  system 
lexically feeds  from  both these opposite  ends. 
The  examples  given  in the  course  of this paper have  been 
obtained  from  published grammatical  literature,  from  Thai  texts, 
and  from  informants.  Ishould here  like to  thank Miss  Jetanaa 
Wannasai  and  Mrs.  Therdchai Verasilp  for their kind  and most 
helpful  cooperation. 
1.  UNMARKED  LOCAL  CONSTRUCTIONS 
In Thai,  as  in other languages  of  the  isolating type,  the 
simplest structural means  of expressing  a  relation between 
words  in  an  utterance is signe  zero,  i.e.  not  specifying  at 
all what  kind of relation is intended,  while  the relation 
as  such  relies on  order  in the string. 
This  basic device may  hold  for  local relations as  weIl  as 
for other ones.  Thus,  in order to  indicate the site which  an 
event or  a  participant of  an  event is related to,  it may  suffice 
to express it by  an  unmarked  noun,  the  resulting string showing 
the  same  surface structure as  a  transitive clause would: 
(1)  kh~w yuu  baan 
he  stay hause 
"He  is at  horne". 
(2)  khaw  nav  kaw?1i 
he  sit  chair 
"He  sits on  achair." (3) 
v 
khaw  paj  lamphuun 
he  go  Lamphun 
"He goes  to  Lamphun!'  " 
(4 )  khaw  klap  myaIJ  thai 
he  return country Thai 
"He returns  to  Thailand!' 
The  fact that the  nouns  occurring  after the verb  have  a  local 
interpretation  simply  depends  on  the  semantic  interpretation 
of  the  constituents  involved:  in each  case  the verb  itself 
implies  a  local  complement  provided by  the  noun  following 
it.  Thus,  there is no  overt distinction as  to  the kind of 
3 
local relation  involved.  While  (1)  and  (2)  have  a  static 
interpretation,  (3)  and  (4)  have  a  directional one,  but this 
fact is simply  inferred  from  the meanings  of the different 
verbs  and  otherwise  leaves no  trace in the construction. 
Equally,  any transitive clause would have  the  same  overt struc-
ture: 
(5)  "  khaw  kin phonlamaaj 
he  eat  fruit 
"He eats frui  t." 
The  point of these  identical surface structures is economy: 
as  long  as  the meanings  of the constituents  "take care"/as 
it were,  of their possible mutual  interrelation,  any overt 
marking  as  to the  semantic nature of these relations can  be 
dispensed with. 
Going  by  the uniform  surface structure,  one might,  of course, 
say that all of the sentences  (1)  - (5)  represent transitive 
clauses,  and that there is no  conceptual distinction between 
the respective  semantic roles of  a  patient,  a  static or direc-
tional local  complement  in Thai.  However,  there is clear linguis-
tic evidence  for  a  conceptual distinction between  these rela-
tions.  This  shows' up  as  soon  as  the  nouns  following  the verbs 
in  (1)  - (5)  are  substituted by  interrogative pronouns.  Com-
pare: 
(1  ')  kh~w yuu  th1in~y 
(2')  kh~w naIJ  th1in~y 
(3')  kh~w paj  n~j 
(4')  kh~w klap  n~y 
v  (5')  khaw  kin araj 
"Where  is he?" 
"Where  does  he  sit?" 
"Where  does  he  go?" 
"Where  does  he  return to?" 
"What  does  he  eat?" 4 
~ot only  do  these  interrogati~e substitutes set off  a  patient 
\. substi  tuted by  araj  for  inanirna  tes,  by  khraj  for  persons)  from 
a  loeal  eomplement,  they also yield  a  differenee between  a 
statie and  a  direetional  loeal  eomplement.  The  former  is usually 
represented by  the  eomposite  marker  th1in~y  (lit.  'plaee whieh 
or where')  while  the  latter is marked  by  the  simple  interrogative 
pronoun  n~j  "whieh"  or  "where".  Thus,  these  relations  are elearly 
eoneeived  of  as  distinet.  Nonetheless,  the  identieal  surfaee 
strueture of  the  affirmative  sentenees  is not to be  overlooked 
either:  it SIDWS  that these  different relationships may  merge  into 
one  another. 1 
However,  as  we  are partieulary interested here  in  loeal 
relations,  we  shall not  further pursue  the  question of gradient 
transitivity nor  the  semantie  relations whieh  most  typieally 
and  pronouneedly  reveal it. 2  Instead  we  shall  take  (1  ')  - (5') 
as  our  starting point to  look  at loeal  relations  separately 
from  other ones,  and,  within  this  seope,  we  shall try to  see 
in whieh  other ways  the  differenee  we  eneountered  between 
statie and direetional  loeal  eomplements  leaves its mark  on 
the  system. 
In  the  following  pages,  therefore,  we  shall illustrate 
two  different kinds  of struetural means  Thai  employs  to mark 
loeal  relations  and  whieh  tie in with  the  distinetion noted 
above. 
2.  STATIC  LOCAL  RELATIONS 
In  view  of  the  unmarked  eonstruetions  exemplified  above 
it is obvious  that they  do  not  admit  of  a  differentiation be-
tween  speeifie varieties  of  loeal  relations,  as  there  is  no 
paradigm of relators.  In  any  event,  the  mere  juxtaposition of 
~he main  eonstituents yields but  the  interpretation whieh  their 
rneanings  lead  one  to  expeet  as  the most  likely and  natural  one, 
i.e.  struetural unmarkedness  quite  automatieally  eorresponds 
to  semantie  unmarkedness. 
As  soon  as  an  utteranee  is designed to  express  any  speeifie 
relation out of  a  paradigm of possible oppositions,  overt markers 5 
are,  of course,  required. 
In this respect,  static local relators differ significantly 
from  directional ones,  and  we  shall first look at the  former 
variety. 
2.1.  PREPOSITIONS 
In order to overtly specify the particular local relation 
of  an  event or entity in reference  to  a  point or  figure of 
orientation,  Thai  employs  a  paradigm of prepositions.  These, 
however,  differ among  themselves  in their categorial affilia-
tion,  i.e.  these  local relators display various  degrees of 
multifunctionality in terms  of various  degrees  of  'nominality': 
the  items of the  paradigm range  from basically independent 
nouns  via relation  al  nouns  (requiring  a  nominal  complement), 
and  further,  via bound  nominal  morphemes,  down  to  "intrinsic,,3 
prepositions. 
The  following  examples  illustrate the most  common  of 
these  local relators: 
(6)  mii  ton maphraaw  ton  ny~ naa  roourian 
exist tree coconut  (elf)  one  front  school 
"There  is  a  palmtree  in front  of the school." 
(7)  kh~w rotnaam  d3~kmaaj  l~U  baan 
he  water  flower  back  house 
"He  waters  the  flowers  behind  the house." 
(8)  rbt  c~~t thti laan  klaag muubaan 
bus  stop  pI  ace open-space middle village 
"The  bus  stopped  in the open  place in the middle of 
the village." 
(9)  khaw  jyyn  khaag  naataa~ thaau  saaj 
he  stand  side  window  way  left 
"He  is standing beside  the left window" 
(10)  khoomfaj  taaj  kradaj  s'la  paj U.EW 
lamp  below stair  broken go  already 
"The  lamp  under  the stair does  not work." 
(11)  takraa yuu  bon  chan 
basket  stay ~  shelf 
lI'I'he  basket is on  the shelf." 
(12)  kh~w maj  kh~~j phuut  kap  khon  naj  baan· 
he  scarcely  speak  with person  in  village 
"He  scarcely talks to  the  people  in  the village" 6 
The  underlined elements,which  in these  sentences,serve as  local 
prepositions,  differ  from  top  to bottom  as  to  their functions 
other than that,  and  there is  a  decrease in nominality  from  full 
noun  to  me re preposition. 
Thus,  the  local relators  in the first two  examples  are 
basically independent  nouns  denoting  the  body parts  "faca"  and 
"back"  respectively,  and  in this meaning,  may  by  themselves 
figure  as  noun  phrases without  any  accompanying modifiers: 
( 1 3)  dichan  tou  HlaIJ  naa 
I  must  wash  face 
"I must wash  my  face~ 
(1 4 )  dich~n  .. 
l2rIJ  cep 
I  hurt  back 
"I hurt my  back. 
11 
Now,  body  part terms  are typical  instances of relational 
nouns,  or,  more  narrowly,  of nouns  denoting  inherent possession 
implying  a  second  term which  denotes  the  possessor.  In very 
many  languages,  including English,  this  leads  to  the  consequence 
that a  body  part term usually does  not occur  by  itself, but 
obligatorily requires  a  possessive modifier.  This  is not the 
case  in Thai,  however: 4  though  the notion of  a  possessor is 
certainly implied  as  much  as  in English,  there is no  need  in 
Thai  to give it an  open  expression.  On  the  contrary,  this very 
implication of  the  body  part term would  make  an  open  reference 
to the possessor  sound rather clumsy,  once it can  be  inferred 
from  the  context.  (This  ties in with the general observation 
that Thai,  like other  languages  of the  isolating type,  often 
works  at a  lower  level of redundancy  than  English or other 
European  languages.) 
Thus,  though  the  semantic  status  of  a  body  part term  in 
principle is not different in either type of  language,  the 
syntactic results are:  a  Thai  noun  denoting  an  inherently rela-
tional concept maintains  independence  on the  syntactic level. 
It certainly may  have apossessive modifier  - if this happens 
to provide  a  first reference to the possessor's identity in  a 
given discourse -,  but it must not have  one.  Therefore,  syntacti-
cally,  body part terms  do  not differ from  non-relational nouns. 
At  the  same  time,  the relational meaning  obviously serveS 7 
as  the basis  for  adopting  such  lexemes  in order to express 
part-whole relations,  such  as  'front-of'  or  'back-of',  generally. 
And  this slight extension of meaning  goes  along with  a  cor-
responding slight decrease  in independence  as  a  free  noun: 
specification of the part usually requires  specification of 
the whole.  Therefore,  in this latter meaning,  these  lexemes 
always  occur with  a  following  nominal modifier: 
(1 5)  ....  naa  baan  sYi  naamtaan 
front house  colour brown 
"The  front of the house  is brown." 
(16)  I~U aakhaan  maj  s~aj  laaj 
back building  not nice  at all 
"The  back  side of  the building  does  not look at all nice." 
still,  the  forms  retain their nominal  character to  a  pronounced 
degree,  as  theYeach  occur  as  the head  of a  noun  phrase. 
A  further decrease  in  independence is to be  observed when 
these  elements  appear  in the  function  of  a  modifier to another 
noun,  such  as  kracdk  naa  "front window  pane/wind-shield"  or 
bandaj  l~!)  "back  stairs", or in  combination with other re  la-
tional nodns  such  as  khaan  I~U  'side back'  "in the rear,  at 
the back". 
Finally,  as  the  last stage of decreasing  nominality  and 
increasing relationali  ty  we  encounter their usage  as  mere 
prepositions,  as  illustrated in the  exam~les above. 
Now,  formally  an  expression like naa  baan  taken  in itself 
admits  of  two  different interpretations:  (a)  as  an  endocentric 
tI  Ir  (  )  construction of  head  and  modif ier  front of the house,  and,  b 
as  an  exocentric prepositional phrase  "in front of  the house". 
Without  a  sentential context these alternatives cannot  be 
distinguished.  However,  their relative difference as  to their 
degree  of nominal'i  ty  in ei  ther reading may  become  manifest 
in the  following  way:  when  a  lexeme  such  as  naa  f~tions as 
the  head  of  an  endocentric phrase it might  be  separated  from 
its modifying  noun  by  an  intervening possessive relator:  naa 
h
v  A  k  ~~U baan  'front belonging house'  "front of house",  while  in 
prepositional use  no  other element may  intervene.  That is, 
the relatively higher degree of nominal  independence of  naa 
in the  former  reading  may  show  up  sYLtactically. 8 
Thus,  lexemes  like naa  and  l~~ cover  a  fairly wide  range 
of distributions  in which  a  gradual shift from  maximum  inde-
pendence  as  a  full  noun  to minimum  independence  as  a  preposi-
tion can  be  observed.  The  distributions illustrated here  do 
not yet exhaust the full  range of possibilities5 ,  but  they 
may  suffice to  show  the  principle. 
Turning  to our next  items  such  as  klaa:c  "middle"  and 
khaa:g  "side"  we  find that they  do  not  admit  of  the  same  de-
gree of  nominal  independence:  Their relational character is 
always  reflected in their cooccurrence with  a  modifying ele-
ment.  Again,  phrases  like klaaQ  muubaan  are open  to  both  an 
endocentric  and  an  exocentric reading:  "middle of  the village" 
and  "in the middle of the village",  respectively.  As  above, 
the  former  variety would  tolerate the  intervening possessive 
marker  which  the  latter does  not,  and  thus  shows  the rela-
tively more  nominal  character of  these  lexemes  in the  former 
type of phrase. 
Equally,  lexemes  like klaaq  and  khaau  may  serve  as  modi-
fiers  to  another  noun  in phrases  such  as  khon  klaau  'person 
middle'  "the middle  one  (in  a  group)"  or  "mediator,  arbitra-
tor" . 
Next,  th1i  'place where'  is still more  dependent  syntac-
tically:  It never occurs  by  itself,  and  when  combined with 
other nouns  does  not  admit of  an  intervening possessive mark-
er:  yet it still shows  clear nominal  affinity as it may  serve 
to  nominalize  elements which  are  not nominal  in  themselves. 
Thus  a  verbal  phrase  as  e.g.  c3;)t  rot  "to park  a  car"  may 
be  turned  into the  nominal  compound  th~ic3.Jtrot "parking 
lot".6 
Finally,  our  last three  lexemes  taaj,  bon  and  naj  showa 
further decrease  in nominality  and  a  corresponding  increase 
in prepositionality.  Thus,  t~aj  occurs  as  abound  nominal 
form  with  both  the meanings  "south"  and  "underneath"  in the 
modifier position of  noun  phrases  and  compounds  such  as  thlt 
taaj  'direction south'  "the south",  khua  taaj  "south pole". 
It may  also  combine with  nouns  to  form  adjectival modifiers, as  e.g.  tAajdin  'under earth'  "subterranean",  but otherwise 
only  functions  as  apreposition as  in  (10)  above. 
Equally,  bon  "upper,  on"  and naj  "inner,  in"  as  weIl  as 
e.g.  nS:::>k  "outer,  outside"  serve as modifiers  in  compounds 
like khon  naj  'person  inner'  "insider",  khon  nS~k "outsider", 
khAaU  bon  'side upper'  "upper side,  upstairs"  and,  much  more 
frequently,  just as  static local prepositions. 
9 
In.this way,  the  lexemes  forming  a  paradigm of prepositions 
differ  among  themselves  as  to  the degree  of nominal  properties 
they have,  and  this would  seem  to point to  a  gradual  inter-
connection between both these categories. 
~2.2.MULTIFUNCTIONALITY OF  LEXICAL  ITEMS 
Our  starting point in comparing  the different syntactic 
environments  of this specific set of lexemes  has  been  their 
common  function  as  static local prepositions.  Now,  taking 
this  function  for  granted,  one might of  course  argue that the 
remaining otherfunctions of  a  given  lexeme  are irrelevant to 
the issue of its categorial assignment as  apreposition.  This 
would  mean  then that we  may  state the different functional 
capacities  which  a  lexeme  may  serve quite  independently of each 
other as  ever  so  many  distinct categorial affiliations with 
corresponding different meanings,  - and  this is what  has  usually 
been  done  in descriptions of Thai  grammar  so  far. 7 
However,  the view  taken here ties in with  another basic 
assumption which  is currently gaining more  and more  recognition 
in different linguistic schools,  viz.  that linguistic phenomena 
rnay  be of a  "squishy" nature.  That is, rather than pidgeonholing distinct 
categories in mutual isolation fran each other,  i t  seems more adequate to 
observe and take into account what gradual properties they rnay  display, 
both when  looking at a  given standard category in itself or when  looking 
at the interrelations between different categories auch as,  in our case, 
nouns  and preposi  tions. 
Now,  multifunctionality,  or else syntactic  "versatility" 
of single lexical  items  - one of the characteristic properties 
of  isolating languages  - would  seem  to provide valid evidence 10 
to  support this approach  i  for what  our  examples  above  illustrate 
is not merely multiple categorial affiliation of  a  lexical  item. 
They  also  show  how  these  items,  without ever altering their forms, 
gradually shift in syntactic distribution,  thus  chaining  to-
gether,  di.fferent linguistic categories  on  a  continuum. 
In  the  case of nouns  and static local prepositions,  the 
criterion this gradual  interconnection is based  on is the rela-
tive degree  of dependence  of an  item,  its tendency  to  cooccur 
with  a  nominal  complement  that satisfies its relational impli-
cations.  Here,  maximum  independence  of  such  a  cooccurrence is 
the  typical property of nouns.  Yet the category  noun  in itself 
has  to be  viewed  as  a  gradual  phenonemon  in this respect  ,for 
independence  turns  out to be  not  just a  plus/minus distinction, 
but rather  a  matter of degree. 
Maximum  dependence  on  the other hand  is approached  - in 
the  limited  section  under  consideration  so  far  - when  an  item 
not only  loses its independence,  but  al~o its capacity of 
heading  an  endocentric construction  and  finally  ends  up  as  a 
mere  relator between  nouns  or between  the  syntactic constituents 
of  a  sentence. 
Now,  the  functional  diversity of our  lexical  items differs 
considerably in degree:  thus,  as  we  saw,  there are  lexemes 
which  chiefly function  at the prepositional  end  of this  con-
tinuum  and  therefore,  at least synchronically,  show but faint 
nominal  affinity. 
By  contrast,  the  lexemes  which start out at the  nominal 
end  of our  continuum,  like naa  and  l~D,  illustrate the shift 
from  noun  to preposition  in its full  range  and  thus  prove  free 
nouns  as  one  of the ultimate  sources  of the category of prepo-
sitions.  We  shall see  below that this is matched  by  an  opposite 
source in the  category of verbs. 
Now,  the  phenomenon  of gradual  shifting in terms of functional 
diversity is not  just a  specific characteristic only of local 
relators in Thai.  On  the  contrary,  since multifunctionality is 
an all pervading  phenomenon,  descriptions which  acknowledge 
this general property would  seem  a  more  fruitful approach to 11 
the  system as  a  whole.  For  1  rather than sayinq,  as has been one 
of the  common  opinions  in the past,  that isolating languages 
like Thai  are  somewhat  deficient in their categorial dis-
tinctions,  we  would  thus  recognize the fact that different 
syntactic environments  after all do  warrent  such distinctionsj 
but  we  would  at the  same  time  be  able  to  describe the intricate 
intertwining of these  categories in terms  of  a  gradual order. 
This might  be  extended  beyond  the  scope of  the present 
paper even  for  the  limited  inventory discussed  so  far, 
for,  as  was  noted  above,  some  of the  lexical  i~ems considered 
here  have  further  functional  ramifications.  However,  as  our 
investigation aims  at an  illustration of the interconnection 
between different categories  just within the  limtts of  a 
given  semantic area,  these  ramifications  cannot be  further 
pursued  in our present connection. 
3.DIRECTIONAL  LOCAL  RELATIONS 
When  we  next  look at the  special devices  Thai  emplovs 
to  express directional local orientation,  we  shall use this 
term  so  as  to  cover its respective semantic varieties of direc-
tion  towards  a  qoal,  direction  from  a  source,  and direction 
alonq or across  an  entity of orientation. 
These various  directional  specifications differ in their 
degree  of markedness,  of course,  in Thai  as  much  as  in other 
languages.  Thus,  goal  m  the most  unmarked  relation,  source 
is more  marked  than goal,  but  less marked  than direction 
along or across  an  entity.  This  shows  up  in the interpretation 
of  unmarked  constructions. 
For,  as  we  saw  above  in §1.,  the  simplest structural 
means  of expressing directionality consists in an  unmarked 
construction where  the main  verb is  a  motion  verb followed 
by  an  unmarked  noun,  as  above  in  (3)  kh~w paj  lamphuun  "he 
goes  to Lamphun".  The  same  construction also occurs with 
other motion  verbs,  such  as: 
(17)  kh~w ca  maa  krungtheep athlt naa 
he  (fut) come  Bangkok  week  next 
"He  will  come  to  Bangkok  next  week." 12 
(1 8) 
(1 9) 
v  '"  khaw  khaw  h~~IJ 
he  enter room 
"He  enters the 
v  ..  k  b
A  khaw  caa  aan 
samut 
book 
libary." 
maa  naan  1
,  8 
Ef,W 
he  leave house  come  long  al  ready 
"He  left his  horne  long  ago." 
The  only  indication of directionality is in the verb itself. 
The  sernantic  roles  emerging,  goal in  (17)  and  (18),  source 
in  (19),  are unambiguously  determined  for  the  respective 
verbs,  i.e.  are  implied  in their lexical meanings,  and 
therefore need  no  overt marking.  The  implication of  the  semantic 
relation of goal,  however,  is much  more  frequent  than that of 
source,  while  the other directional possibilities never  go 
without  an  overt marking. 
Unambiguity  of direction is not necessarily  implied 
however.  There  are other motion  verbs  which  are  open to  a 
choice of  interpretation,  i.e.  they merely  specify  an  axis 
of motion without being  determined as  to which  of  the opposite 
directions is referred to.  In this case,  the appropriate 
interpretation cannot be  gathered  from  the verb  alonei 
instead it depends onthe choice of  the  accompanying  nonn. 
Compare: 
(20)  kh~w lot)  +."ya 
he  descend boat 
'he  descends.  into the boat' 
"He  enters the  boat~  11 
(21)  khaw  10U  r6trnee 
he  descend  bus 
'he  descends  from  the bus' 
"He  leaves  the bus. 
11 
(22 )  khXw  khyn  rya 
he  ascend boat 
'he ascends  from  the boat' 
"He  leaves  the boat. 
11 
(23)  kh~w khyn  r6tmee 
he  ascend bus 
'he ascends  into the bus' 
"He  enters  the bus. 
11 
Here  the  local  complements  of the pair  10U  and  khyn  can  take 
the  semantic roles  of either goal or  source of  the motion 
depending  on which direction is associated with the  noun 
specifying  the locality.  In  the  case of boats  the expression 13 
quite literally reflects the fact that the  common  varieties 
of traditional craft are usually entered and  left by  adescending 
~nd ascending motion  respectively,  while with buses  this happens 
in  the reverse way. 
However,  in many  cases  nouns will not  lend  themselves 
to  a  clear interpretation in terms  of directionality,  and  in 
such  cases  an  unmarked  construction will turn out to be  in-
sufficient to indicate  directionality,  even if it is implied 
in the verb.  Thus  there is no  possible reading  for  a  sentence 
like,  e.g. 
(24)  *khXw  10U  muubaan 
he  descend  village 
which  can neither be  understood as  implying  the relation 
of goal nor  that:of source respectively.  Additional directional 
specification is required to make  the  utterance intelligible. 
As  these  examples  once more  illustrate,  unmarked  construc-
tions will only do  within  a  limited scope,  viz.,  when  an 
argument  implied in the verb  is represented by  a  noun  which 
supplies  a  readily plausible interpretation to the  construc-
tion as  a  whole.  Where  these conditions  do  not apply,  as  in 
(24)  above,  the  unmarked  construction becomes  meaningless. 
Similarly,  motion verbs  which  do  not by  themselves  imply 
a  directional argument never take the  unmarked  construction: 
(25) *  khXw  will  baan 
he  run  hause 
For  a  verb  like wiU  "run",  which  denotes  just a  mann er of 
motion without  implying  any direction,  an  intended directional 
specification has  to be  indicated by  an overt marker. 
The  same  restrietion applies  to transitive verbs which, 
even  when  semantically requiring  a  directional complement, 
cannot syntactically accommodate  it by mere  juxtaposition of 
the constituents: 
(26)  )t khXw  saj  naam  aalJ 
he  put  water bawl 
Besides  the agent,  the transitive verb  saj  can take but one 
unmarked  co-constituent,  vize  the patient,  while  the  local 14 
constituent must  be overtly characterized as  such. 
Finally,  even  for  these  cases where  the  unmarked  construc-
tion is permissible,  it must  be  remembered  that the ways  to 
frame  an  utterance always  admit of choices which  are  largely 
a  matter of the specific  communicational  intentions of  a 
speaker.  Thus,  while  unmarked  constructions  as  the  above  are 
anormal way  of expression  in matter-of-fact informational 
exchange in the everday language,  any such information might be  conveved 
in more precise and explicit ways  by means of overt specification. 
The  structural means  Thai  provides  for  these various  needs 
may  consist in  (a)  prepositions,  (b)  serial verb  constructions, 
or  (c)  combinations  of both  in different degrees  of  complexity. 
3.1.  PREPOSITIONS 
To  a  very  limited extent directionality  (in  the  sense 
defined  above,  p. 11)  is marked  by  the prepositions  we  discus-
sed  above  in 2.1.,  where  they  appeared  as  static local rela-
tors;  some  examples  would  be: 
(27)  kh~w paj  naj  baan 
he  go  in  .house 
"He  goes  into the house." 
(28)  khXw  saj  naam  naj  aau 
he  put  water in  bowl 
"He  pours water  into the bowl." 
(29)  kh~w paj  1~9  baan 
he  go  behind house 
"He  went  behind  the  house." 
Compared with  the  unmarked  construction,  (27)  is more  precise 
in its information,  as it specifically states that the  house 
is being  entered,  while  the  juxtaposition paj  baan  may  be 
understood both  as  "to  the house"  and  "into the house".  In 
(28),  as  we  saw  above,  a  local relator is required,  since 
mere  juxtaposition is not tolerated syntactically,  and  in 
(29)  the preposition establishes  a  local relation more 
specific than that  immediately  implied  in the  verb itself. 
In  these  sentences  the prepositions,  otherwise  used  to mark 
static local relations,  acquire  a  directional meaning  which 
is mapped  on  to  them  by  the  directional  implications of  the 15 
verb.  For  there is clear evidence that no  directional meaning 
is inherent in  them otherwise,  if we  look at sentences  like: 
(30)  kh~w wiU  naj  s~an 
he  run  in  garden 
"He  runs  about  in the garden." 
(31)  nok bin bon  faa 
bird fly  on  sky 
"The  birds  fly  in the  sky." 
Both  sentences  contain verbs  of motion which  do  not  imply 
directionality,  however.  In  such  cases,  though  the verbs  are 
dynamic,  the prepositional phrases  never have  a  directional 
interpretation,  i.e.  there is no  possible reading  'run into 
the garden/fly up  into the  sky'  which  would  have  to be  con-
veyed  by  different means.  The  local  complements merely specify 
an  area of motion which  in itself is viewed  as  static.  In 
other words,  the prepositions  in themselves  have  inherent 
static meanings  and  cannot bring about  a  directional relation. 
Now,  the construction type  as  in  (27)-(29)  is subject 
to  narrow  limitations.  For  one  thing,  certain directional 
verbs  do  not admit of an  immediate  combination with  a  static 
local preposition at all,  thus,  e.g.  khaw  "enter"  and  .3:>k 
"go/come  out"  cannot  form  sentences  like: 
(32) *  kh~w khaw  naj  baan 
he  enter  in  house 
(33)  ~  kh~w .J.Jk  n3'Jk  baan 
he  go  out  outside house 
In order to  overt~y specify  a  directional  relation~ quite 
a  different device is employed,  viz.  serial verb construc-
tions which  we  shall discuss presently. 
For another thing,  even with  those directional verbs which 
do  allow combinat.ion with apreposition as  in  (27) - (29)  above, 
there are  fairly narrow restrictions on  the  lexical possibilities. 
Thus,  while  both W  "go"  and ~  "come"  may  combine with  e.g. 
naj  or  l~g,  certain other combinations  are precluded,  e.g. 
(34) .t kh~w paj  nS.Jk 
he  go  outside  house 
is ungrammatical.  Equally,  the directional verbs  khyn  "ascend" 16 
and  lo!}"descend"  do  combine with the prepositions bon  "on"  and 
taj  "under"  respectively,  but reject other combinations. 
Again,  it is the device of serial verb  constructions which is 
being  used  instead. 
However,  to  the extent that there are permissible combina-
tions with prepositions,  these are  employed within serial con-
structions in their turn,  as  we  shall illustrate below  in  3.2. 
2.1. 
Before  going  on  to  the different varieties of these  con-
structions,  we  must mention a  very  small  number  of prepositions 
which  are intrinsically directional by  themselves,  e.g.  tEE 
"from",  suu  "toward,  to", ~  "toward",  as  in: 
(35)  khaw  maa  ti.l..  naj 
he  come  from  where 
"Where  does  he  come  from?" 
However,  these prepositions were  deemed  quite  uncommon  in the 
colloquial  language  by  my  informants,  and  seem to have  a  certain 
literary flavour. 
3.2.  SERIAL  VERB  CONSTRUCTIONS 
The  common  strategy of marking directional relations  con-
sists in stringing together  two  or more  verbs  into aserial 
construction,  a  device which  is not only  employed  in the 
semantic  field discussed here,  but also  in  a  variety of other 
semantic  relations which  we  cannot  go  into now.  There  are 
different varieties of this structural device  to be  illustrated 
in the  following  pages. 
3.2.1.  Simple serial verb constructions 
Besides  occuring as  main  predicates the directional verbs 
illustrated above  and  a  number  of others may  function  as 
secondary verbs9  combining  both  among  themselves  and  to 
other verbs  denoting directional orientation.  Further,  these 
verbs  may  combine with prepositional phrases  in their turn. 
The  most  common  of these verbs  are: 
paj  "go",  maa  "come" ,  khaw  "enter",  :l.Jk  "go  out",  caak"depart, leave",  khyn  "ascend",  10I)  "descend",  thyU  "arrive;.reach  a 
point",  taam  "follow",  khaam  "cross". 
The  constructions  formed  with the help of these verbs 
vary both in internal order and  in complexity. 
3.2.1.1.  Order  among  directional verbs 
These  verbs  may  combine  among  themselves  in  commom  ex-
pressi?ns  like the following: 
(36)  kh~w khaw paj  / 
he  enter go 
"He  went/came  in." 
(37)  -kh~w 3Jk  paj  / 
-he  go-out  go 
(38) 
(39) 
"He  went/came  out." 
kh~w khyn  paj  / 
he  ascend  go 
"He  went/came  up." 
v  khaw  lon  paj  / 
he  descend  go 
"He  went/came  down." 
kh'äw  khaw  maa 
he  enter come 
kh~w  ~.)k  maa 
he  go-out  come 
kh~w khyn  maa 
he  ascend  come 
kh~w 10U  maa 
he  descend  come 
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The  internal order is fixed:  both paj  and  ~  always  appear  as 
secondary verbs  with this  subset of directional verbs  to 
indicate the direction relative to the position of the speaker, 
thus  there is no  overt specification of  a  locality.  This  is 
one  of  the  features  by  which  the directional verbs differ 
among  themselves:  while  some  of  them  may  occur without  a 
following  noun  specifying  a  locality,  others require  a  nominal 
complement,  e.g.  caak,  e.g. 
(40)  rotfaj  ~~k  caak  sathXanii  l~EW 
train  go-out leave  station  already 
"The  train has  left the station." 
(41)  khXw  maa  öaak  roourian 
he  come  depart  Behool 
"He  comes  from  school." 
There  are  no  constructions of the type  *kh~w maa  caak.  At  the 
same  time,  (41)  illustrates the reverse  internal order  from  that 
of  (36)-(39),  that is, ~  now  appears  first,_ for,  wbenever 
caak  combines  to  another verb,  it must  take  the secondary' 
position. 18 
The  same  order is required for thYlJ  "reach" I  which differs 
from  caak,  however,  in that it may  occur without  a  following 
noun. 
By  the criterion of order  among  themselves  our set of 
directional verbs  therefore  subdivides  into three  subsets: 
(a)  khaw,  3jk,  khyn,  loU  always  take  the first position, 
(b)  caak  and  thyU  always  take  the  second  one  when  combining 
among  each other,  as  e.g.  in  .:)...,k  caak  "depart  from",  khyn 
..:thYIJ  "ascend  up  to"  (there  are  no  combinations  within' each 
of  the  two  groups). 
As  an  intermediary group  we  get 
(c)  ~  and  maa  which  have  to  follow  the first group  and  pre-
cede  the  second  one. 
The  remaining  two  verbs  in our list,  taam  "folIowand 
khaa~ "cross",  which most  frequently  combine  with  this inter-
mediary  group  of ~  and maa,  are  equally flexible  as  to posi-
tion.  compare: 
(42) 
'V' 
khaw  taam 
'V' 
maa  myankan 
he  follow  come  too 
"He  came  along  too." 
with  (43),  where  taam  appears  as  the  secondary  verb  in which 
case it has  to  be  followed  by  a  nominal  complement: 
(43)  kh~w maa  taam  raw 
he  come  follow we 
"He  came  after us." 
The  same  reversal  is observed  for  khaam: 
(44) (a)  kh~w khaam  saphaan  paj 
he  cross  bridge  go 
"He  went  across  the bridge." 
(44) (b)  khXw  paj  khaam  saphaan 
He  went  across  the bridge." 
Here  the difference only  seems  to  be which  aspect of the  action 
is viewed  as  the  foregrounded  rather  than  the  backgrounded 
one. 
We  shall  come  back  to  both  the order criterion and  to  that 
of obligatory  cooccurrence  with  a  following  noun  below  in 
3.2.2.2.  and  3.2.3. 19 
3.2.1.2.  Combination with other verbs 
As  our next step,  we  shall try to illustrate occurrences 
of these verbs  in relation to other verbs  as  main  predicates: 
(45)  kh~w khap  rot ~  roo:grian 
he  dri  ves  car  go  school 
"He  drives  to  school." 
(46)  kh~w thot  naam  khaw  naa 
he  raise  water  enter  field 
"He  irrigates the field  (by  flooding  it)." 
(47)  kh~w yok  takraa  khyn  bok 
he  lift basket  ascend  land 
"He  lifted the basket  ashore" 
(48)  khaw  d~dnthaa~ thYg  chiaumaj 
he  travel  reach  Chiangmaj 
"He  travelled up  to/as  far  as  Chiangmaj." 
(49)  mii  f~n tok  chuk ~ chaajfag thalee 
exist rain fall  abundant  follow  edge  coast 
"It rains abundantly  along  the coast." 
The  secondary verbs  in these  examples  obviously correspond 
to prepositions  in languages  like English most of the  time, 
and  they are not  infrequently thus  labelIed for  Thai  as  wel1
10
, 
the  argument  being that there is no  tangible difference be-
tween  a  verb  thus  employed  and  an  intrinsic preposition.  This 
does  not  seem  quite appropriate as  a  principle of description, 
however. 
For,  as  we  argued  above  in 2.2.,  by  this kind of analysis 
the  lexemes  under  consideration  are  simply  assigned to mutually 
unrelated categories,  verbs  on  the one  hand,  prepositions  on 
the other,  without  any  attempt to  account  for  the lexical 
identity of members  of both  these categories.  However,  just 
as  in the case of nouns  and  prepositions,  we  see  once more  that 
multifunctionality of lexical  items  is not  just a  matter of 
random affiliation to  a  number  of distinct categoriesi  rather, 
it is  a  matter of gradual  change  in syntactic behaviour  by 
which  both  these categories are  interconnected. 
For  the  secondary  verbs  differ among  themselves  as  to  their 
syntactic possibilities:  above  we  already noted differences 
as  to order regularities.  As  we  go  on  now,  we  shall  further 
observe  such differences which,  taken  together,  once more 20 
amount  to  a  continuum  from  verb  to directional preposition, 
analogous  to  that between  noun  and  static preposition. 
3.2.1.3.  Independent  negation 
Our  first point of  evidence  in this respect is that in the 
above  examples,  one  of  the  secondary verbs,  vize  thyU  differs 
from  all the others  in that it may  form  constructions where 
it is susceptible  of negation  independently  of  the main 
predicatei  see: 
(50)  kh~w paj  maj  thy~  chiagmaj 
he.  go  not  reach  Chiangmaj 
"He  did not go  as  far  as  Chiangmaj." 
Though  this  type  of construction is fairly restricted,  i.e. 
it can  be  formed  only  in certain lexical combinations with 
main  verbs, i ts occurrence as  such  shows  that thYr)  as  a  secon-
dary verb still partakes  in  a  property which  unmistakably 
attests its verbal nature.  While  verbs  may  oe  directly negated, 
prepositions may  not;  thus  the  independent  negation of  a 
secondary verb must  be  considered one  of  the criteria to 
distinguish the respective more  "verb-likeu  and  more  "pre-
position-like"  nature of  a  given  lexeme  in this set.  In 
this respect  thY~ is  found  to  behave more  verb-like  than  any 
other secondary  verb  in this type of construction,  as it is 
the only ohe  admitting of  an  independent  negation. 
3.2.1.4.  Deictic and  anaphoric  usage 
In  the  sentences  (45)-(49)  the  secondary verb  is  used  to 
introduce  a  nominal  complement  specifying  a  particular locality. 
Besides  these constructions  there  is another variety of 
serialization where  a  main  verb is followed  by  a  secondary 
one without  such  an explicit specification in  terms  of  a 
following  noun.  We  have  already  seen  some  examples  of this 
variety in  (36)-(39)  abovei  further  illustrations are  sentences 
like the  following: 
(51)  kh~w thiIJ  dia  ~  IE.~_w 
he  throw  ticket go  already 
"He  has  thrown  the ticket away  already." v  v  v  (52)  khaw  ?aw  na9syy maa 
he  take book  eome 
"He  brought  the  book  (here) ." 
(53)  kh~w yok  rot  khyn 
he  lift ear  aseend 
"He  lifted the car up." 
(54)  faj  dap  ~  l~(.w 
fire abate deseend already 
"The  fire has  died down." 
(55)  l~tw pit  tuu  khaw  yaa~ d~m 
then  elose  eupboard enter kind  previous 
"Then  (he)  closed  the  cupboard  as  before." 
(56)  naataau baan thii  s~U p~at  ~Jk 
window  (elf)  seeond open  go  out 
"The  second  window  opened." 
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The direction indicated by  the  secondary  verbs  in these 
sentences  is either deictical in reference to  the position of 
the  speaker,  as  in  (52)  - and  this is the most  frequent  use 
of both ~  and  maa  in this type of construction,  which  is 
also- apparent  from  (36)-(39)  above.  Or it is deictical in 
reference  to  the subject of the  sentence,  as  in  (51),  (55) 
and  (56).  And  finally,  the  secondary verbs  may  just mark  an 
axis of direction,  - vertical extension in the  sentences  (53) 
and  (54)  which  may  or may  not  imply  reference to  the position 
of either the  speaker or the  subject:  while  (53)  implies 
a  deictical connotation,  (54)  in the present example  does 
not,  for it simply  expresses  the  common  knowledge  that an 
abating  fire  lowers  itself to  the  ground,  and this can be 
stated completely  independently of  a  situational context. 
Thus,  the deictical implications ,to  a  large extent depend  on 
the actual  utterance and its particular referential connections 
to its context. 
Now,  while  secondary verbs with  a  following  nominal  com-
plement  are often considered as  prepositions  in the  literature, 
their use  in constructions like the  above lias gained them the reverse 
classification as EQstpositions  by  some  authors11 .  This means 
that besides  the categorial assignments  of both verb  and  pre-
position we  are presented with yet  a  third in-dependent  cate-
gorial affiliation which,  moreover,  claims  these  lexical items 
as  members  of exactly opposite paradigms  of relators. 22 
In our present connection we  may  leave  open  the  question whether 
a  category of postpositions  can  be  reasonably  assumed  for  Thai 
at all. 12  In  the  case  under  consideration,  however,  this 
seems  to  be  an  unsatisfactory description,  since it rather 
obliterates the  obvious  connection  between  both variants of 
construction.  For,  as  our  examples  above  show,  the directional 
markers  in each  case  imply  some  actual point of reference 
to  be  deduced  from  the utterance  and  its context.  Moreover, 
the  same  type of construction may  have  an  anaphoric  interpreta-
tion in  sequences  like the  following: 
(57) (a)  thl~ cotm~aj paj  tuu prajsanii 
throw letter  go  box  mail 
"Did  (you)  put  the  letter into 
yet?" 
(57) (b)  thlg paj  IEtw 
throw go  already 
"Yes,  (I)  did." 
V  1€:E.w  ryy  ya~ 
already or  not-yet 
the mail-box or not 
In  the  answer  both  the main  and  the  secondary verb  are re-
peated without their respective arguments,  since  these  are 
mapped  onwards  from  the  previous  question.  That is,  anaphoric 
substitution of  just the  verb  for  an  entire proposition does 
not only apply  to  the main  verb,  but to  the  secondary verb  as 
weIl. 
Now,  the capacity of such  anaphoric  -representation of 
contextually determined  arguments  which  has  adequately been 
termed  'zero-pronominal-reference'  in  the  literature13  is one 
of  the distinctive features  of verbs  in Thai.  Therfore,  in 
view of  a  sequence  like  (57)  it seems  justified to regard 
constructions without an  overtly specified locality,  as 
in  (51)-(56)  and  (57) (b)  as  an  anaphoric/deictic variant of 
our first type  of serial construction,  as  in  (45)-(49)  and 
(57) (a).  For,  as  there is no  formal  difference  between  con-
structions like  (51)-(56)  and  (57) (b),  as  far  as  the  secon-
dary verb is concerned  - in both cases it appears  without  a 
following  noun  - it is obvious that deictic  vs.  anaphoric  usage 
i8 merely  a  matter of appropriate interpretation within'a 
given  context.  Therefore,  rather than needlessly  assuming  yet 
another categorial affiliation for  lexemes  like ~  etc., it 23 
seems  more  appropriate to  regard their use  in constructions 
like  (51)-(56)  and  (57) (b)  simply  as  a  contextually determined 
variant of the first type of serial construction.  Thus, 
in principle,  both the constructions with  and without  an 
overt nominal  complement  do  not give rise to mutually uncon-
nected categorizationsi  they  can more  simply  and  more  suitably 
be  explained as  contextually conditioned variants of  each 
other. 
What  must  be  noted,  however,  is  the  fact that some  of our 
secondary verbs  admit of  such  anaphoric/deictic usage while 
others  do  not.  This  gives  us  another clue as  to the distinc-
tion between  verbal  and  prepositional properties of  secondary 
verbs,  respectively. 
For,  while  a  full verb  typically may  occur without overt 
representations of its arguments,  the very  'raison d'etre'  of 
apreposition is its connection to  a  nominal  complement.  Thus, 
a  genuine  preposition wouldnever appear  in constructions  like 
the  above,  and  there are  no  utterances of the  type: 
* V  v  (58)  khaw  saj  n~Bsyy naj 
he  put book  in 
(59) ~kh~w thl!}  d{a  suu 
he  throw' ticket towards 
That  is,  neither  a  static local preposition nor an  inherently 
directional one  can  display the  same  capacity of  implying 
some  actual point of  reference  as  the  secondary verbs  may  in 
some  cases. 
In this respect khyn,  1Qn,  khaw,  3Jk  and  thYn  as  weIl  as 
~  and  maa  still show  a  pronounced affinity to the category 
of full verbs.  Yet  the latter two,  as  we  shall  see below, 
retain verbal properties  to  a  lesser degree  than  the first 
four  by  other cri  teria. Against these,  the secondary verbs taam/khaam. 
and  caak  always  cooccur with  a  nominal  complement  and  thus 
reveal  a  much  closer affinity to  genuine  prepositions  in this 
respect. 24 
3.2.1.5.  Independent negation  in the deictic/anaphoric 
variant 
Above  we  noted that all of  the verbs  considered here except 
one,  vize  "reach  a  point"  have  lost negatability when 
occurring as  secondary verbs  in constructions  like  (45)-(49) 
above.  Therefore,  it is not suprising to  find  that the deictic/ 
anaphoric variant we  have  just been discussing  does  not tolerate 
it either in most  cases.  What  is  indeed surprising,  however, 
is the fact that there are certain exceptions  to this genera+ 
observation.  Thus,  one of our  sentences  above,  vize  (53)  was 
accepted  by  informants with  a  negation of the  secondary verb: 
(53')  kh~w yak  rot maj  khyn14 
he  lift car  not  ascend 
"He  was  unable  to lift the car up." 
which  d6es  not  simply negate  the  secondary part of the state-
ment,  but also brings  about  a  modal  connotation. 
However,  sentence  (47)  above,  with its overt local specifi-
cation,  was  ruled out as  ungrammatical with  an  independent 
negation by  my  informants: 
(47 i  ) *  kh~w yak  takraa maj  khyn  bok 
he  lift basket  not ascend  land 
v  In that set of  examples,  the  secondary verb ~,  as  we 
noted,  was  the  only one  to tolerate an  independent negation, 
v  and  thYu  in fact  also may  be  negated when  employed  anaphorically: 
(60)  raw  naaklua ca  paj  maJ 
we  afraid  (futJ go  not 
"We  are afraid we  won't 
thYIJ
15 
reach 
get there." 
Thus ~  seEmS  to be less restricted in this respect than ~.  And it must 
be noted too that independent negation of thY;t does not entail a  rrodal connota-
tion.  This would  seem to suggest than thYy behaves more verb-like than khYn 
as a  secondary verb.  'While this is true for this particular criterion, thfu does 
not behave this way  in other respects  (see below 3.2.2.2.). 
Returning  to  the  somewhat  strange contrast between  the 
acceptability of  (53')  as  opposed  to  the unacceptability of 
of  an  independent negation of  khyn  in  (47'),  I  do  not have 
any  explanation  so  far. 25 
It must  be  noted,  however,  that there are analogous  phrases 
with other secondary verbs  in our  sample,  such as:  khit maj  3J k 
'think not  come  out'  which  means  "be  unable  to  think of  some-
thing;  something has  slipped onels memory"  which is evidently 
a  metaphorical phrase  roughly captured by  a  gloss like  'unable 
to make  a  thought  come  forth  from  onels memory'  or  something 
like that.  Other  cases  are phuut maj  ojk  'speak not  come  out' 
"be  struck dumb,  be  speechless at the moment";  kin maj  khaw 
'eat n0t enter'  "unable to  eat something,  find .something  in-
edible";  nap  maj  100  'sit not descend l  "unable to sit down". 
There  are quite  a  number  of further  examples  of the  same 
type .for the  secondary verbs  khyn,  100,  khaw  and  3~k while  I 
did not  find  any  for  the other ones. 
The  examples  quoted quite evidently represent idiomatic 
expres  s ions  and 
for  any of  the 
verbs  may  form. 
apparently cannot 
combinations with 
be mechanically reproduced 
main verbs  these  secondary 
Since  there are quite  a  host of further,  non-localistic 
phrases  of the  same  structure in Thai16,  the  problem of  inde-
pendent negation of  a  secondary verb is probably not solvable 
in terms  of directional verbs  alone.  It would  require  a 
separate study  in order to determine  to what extent such 
structures provide  a  productive mechanism  in the  language,  or, 
conversely,  to what  extent these  have  frozen  into an  inventory 
of  fixed  lexical expressions. 
Yet  taking the  examples,  such  as  they are,  at their struc-
tural  face  value,  they  indeed  supply us  once  again wi  th  evidence 
that  some  of our  secondary verbs still partake in the dis-
tinctly verbal property of negatability.  But  they display it 
on  a  reduced  scale:  while  any  full verb is of  course  susceptible 
to negation all the  time,  our  secondary verbs  lose this property 
in most  constructions  and  only retain it within  a  - possibly 
limited  - set of fixed  lexicalized phrases. 
3.2.2.  Complex serial verb constructions 
We  shall now  look at those varieties of serial verb  construc-
tions  which  combine  secondary verbs with  prepositions or  among 26 
themselves  or both. 
For  such combinations  are  extremely  commoni  judging by  the 
limited set of da  ta studied for  the present purpose  perhaps 
even more  so  than  simple serial constructions. 
This  means  that,  while  both the  categories of prepositions 
and  of  secondary verbs  each  comprise  but  a  limited paradigm, 
the possibilities of their mutual  interconnections  open  up 
a  practically unlimi  ted resource of local specifications  ,  just 
as  any  language will have  its specific means  to  proliferate 
local information  indefinitely. 
Therefore,  it cannot  be  our  point here  to  try and  docu-
ment  the  lexical variants  as  extensively as  possible  - which 
would  lead to  tiresome repetition of identical structures  -
but rather to  limit ourselves  to  an  illustration of  the 
structural varieties as  such. 
3.2.2.1.  Secondary Verb  +  Preposition 
As  we  pointed out  above  in  3.1.,  directional verbs,  when 
used  as main  predicates,  may  combine  with  prepositions,  but 
there are narrow limitations,  structurally and  lexically,  to 
this device  - since serial verb  constructions  are  used  in-
stead.  In order  to  introduce  an  overt directional specifica-
tion into  a  sentence,  the  language avails itself,  as  we  have 
seen,  of directional verbs  shifting towards  prepositional 
features  to different degrees,  and it does  but rarely rely 
on  a  directional interpretation of what basically are static 
local relators. 
Once,  however,  directionality has  been  established by  , 
means  of  secondary verbs,  these may  in turn  combine  with 
prepositions  to  just the  same  extent as  they may  when  being 
used  as  main  predicates.  Thus,  we  commonly  find 
constructions  like the  following  ones: 
(61)  kh~w yoon  n~qsyyphim loubon t6 
he  throw newspaper  aescend~ table 
"He  threw the  newspaper  down  on  the  table." 
(62) 
v  ,....  .,... 
Slan  r~~~ caak  bon  baan 
voice ring  depart  on  house 
"A  voice  rang  out  from  on  top of  the  house." 27 
(63)  khaw  saj  caan  ~  naj  tuu 
he  put  pla  te  go  in  cupboard 
"He  put the plate into  the  cupboard." 
(64)  kh~w d~n maa  thii  s~w thoD 
he  walk  come  place pole  flag 
"He  came  walking  to  the  flagpole." 
(65)  rot  kh5~j  khS~j khlaan  taam  l~U  f~uO wua 
bus  gradually  crawl  follow back herd  cow 
"The  bus  slowly  crept on  behind  a  herd of  cows." 
The  local specifications  in these  sentences  combine  a  direc-
tional  and  static one,  indicated by  the  secondary verb  and 
the prepositional phrase  respectively,  of which  the latter 
marks  the precise point of  reference  the direction is related 
to. 
Now  the  fact that both kinds  of relators  do  cooccur  once 
more  provides  evidence  as  to  the distinction between  them.  Since 
lexical  items which  belong  to exactly the  same  substitution 
paradigm as  a  rule  are mutually exclusive of each other,  their 
combination within  a  sentence  shows  that the  secondary verbs 
cannot  just be  lumped  together with  the prepositions of 
basically nominalorigin into one  and  the  same  form  class. 
The  distinction is further borne out  by  such  cases where 
a  secondary verb  combines  with  one of  the  few  and  fairly rarely 
occurring prepositions of  inherently directional meaning  (cf 
above  3.1.)  as  in the  following  example: 
(66)  •••  myan  s~ajtaa thuk  khon  cSJU  m~~v maa ~  khXw 
.•.  as-if  look  each  person stare look  come  towards  hirn 
11 •••  as if everybody were  staring at hirn." 
3.2.2.2.  Combination of  secondary verbs 
Another  common  variety of  se rial verb  constructions makes 
use  of various  combinations of  secondary  verbs  among  themselves. 
Again,  these complex  serial constructions may  combine with 
prepositional phrase  in their turn.  Some  examples  are: 
(67)  s~~.ns~i  lyal)  saad  s.:)::>IJ  khaw  Il@ß 
sunray colour yellow pour  shine enter come 
"Ye] low  sunrays  came  pouring  in." 
(68)  khud  din  3~k  paj  sak meet 
dig  earth go-out  go  just meter 
"Dig  the earth out  just about  a  meter." 28 
(69)  myy  S~J;} khaaI)  k3  luub  laj ~  taam  khr.c,:  n 
hand  two  side  then  rub  go  follow  arm 
"Then.  (he)  rubbed  both  hands  along  (his)  arms." 
(70)  kh~w d~~n ~  khaam  than~n 
he  walk  go  across  road 
"He  walked  across  the road." 
(71)  kh~w ylp  thouchaat  ~Jk  caak  tuu 
he  grasp  flag  go  out depart  cupboard 
"He  took  the  flag out of the  cupboard." 
(72)  kh~w ?aw  dins~.)  .).Jk  ~a caak  taaj  t6 
he  take pencil  come-out  come  depart under  table 
"He  got  the pencil out  from  under  the table." 
(73)  lt~w suk  naa  lOB  paj  naj  naam 
then  put  face  descend  go  in  .water 
"Then  (he) dipped (his)  face  into  the water." 
These  examples  illustrate some  of  the most  frequent  and  familiar 
combinations,  but certainly do  not  exhaust  the  broad  range of 
possibilities. 
In their internal  sequence  these  combinations  follow  the 
order rules  observed  above  in  3.2.1.1 ..  That is,  some  of  the 
secondary verbs  always  occur  as  f~rst elements  in  a  complex 
serila construction,  vize  khaw,  3~k,  khyn  and  Ion,  most usually 
followed  by either paj  Or maa.  There  are  no  cross-combinations 
among  these  two  pairs,  such  as *khyn  khaw  or ~lon  3~k etc.  (nor 
v 
their reversal) .  However,  the  secondary verbs  caak  and ~ 
always  appear  as  second  elements  in  a  complex  construction, 
in their turn most usually preceded by either ~  or maa  or  a 
suitable secondary verb  of the first group,  in combinations 
such  as  3..>k  caak  "out  from",  lOB  caak  "down  from",  maa  thYlJ 
"up  to,  into". 
Between  these  two  groups  there is  a  third one  which  is 
flexible  as  to position consisting of the  secondary  verbs 
paj,  ~,  taam  and  khaami  that is,  this group  conforms  to 
the order constraints of the other  two  (cf.  above  3.2.1.1.). 
Otherwise,  the regularities we  observed for  simple serial 
constructions  are recursive  in the more  complex  ones:  a 
secondary verb  admitting of deictic/anaphoric use  does  so  no 
matter whether it occurs  in  a  simple or  a  complex  serial 
construction,  while  a  secondary  verb  requiring  a  nominal 
complement  equally requires it when  following  another 29 
secondary verb. 
The  same  rules also hold  for  combinations  with prepositions 
as  exemplified in  (72)  and  (73),  (cf.  above  3.1.  and  3.2.2.1.). 
In this respect,  the narrow constraints as  to  compatibility 
between directional verbs  and static prepositions observed 
above  provide  an  obvious  reason why  several  secondary verbs 
are  so  frequently  strung together within  a  construction.  For 
apart  from  the  fact  tha~ such  combinations  increase the potential 
of variation  among  directional  specifications,  they also 
serve  to  introduce prepositional phrases other than  those with 
which  a  given  secondary verb  may  cooccur  by  itself.  Thus, 
while e.g.  khaw  or  10I)  do  not  combine  with e.g.  naj  "in",  EU 
and  maa  tolerate this particular cooccurrence.  Therefore,  when 
these are  introduced additionally,  they open  up  their own 
combinatory potential  in turn.  This  device  need not be  resor-
ted  to if the preposition required were  e.g.  bon  "on"  in 
combination with e.g.  lo~  (cf.  above  (61)). 
In principle then,  the more  complex  serial constructions 
opera  te by  the  same  rules  as  the  simpler ones. 
In  this respect,  their different internaIorders once  more 
help  us  to distinguish between more  or less verb-like syntactic 
behaviour of  a  given  secondary verb.  For  the m0re  complex 
formations  are  just repetitive processes of serialization 
operating on  the  next  lower  syntactic level.  Therefore,  just 
as  a  secondary  verb  in  a  simple serial construction  follows 
its main verb,  so it may  in turn govern,  or depend  on,  another 
secondary verb  as  borne  out  by  the  sequence  (cf.  above  3.2.1.1.). 
3.2.3.  Summary 
Our  observations  have  made it apparent  that the  lexical 
elements  used to  form  serial constructions differ among  them-
selves  as  to their respective degrees  of  "verbality" vs. 
"prepositionality".  Just as  in the case of nouns  and  preposi-
tions,  we  observe  an  analogous  gradience between  the categories 
in  terms  of  a  gradual  decrease of verbal properties  in lexical 
items  which  originally figure  in the category of full verbs. 
As  a  first step there is the  common  and  defining  feature 30 
of all these  serial eonstruetions that,  onee  a  full verb is 
adopted as  a  seeondary one,  it automatieally  sheds  one  of its 
arguments,  viz.,  the  agent whieh  is  now  neeessarily governed 
by  the main  verb  the  seeondary verb  depends  on.  At  the  same 
time it retains full  government of its other argument  whieh 
is  just the reason  for  forming aserial eonstruetion 
at all.  And  in this respeet  a  seeondary  verb eontrols 
just the  type of eonstruetion it may  eontrol when  used  as  a 
main  predieate:  it eooeeurs with  an  unmarked  loeal  eomple-
ment  or with  the  range of prepositions it may  govern  as  a 
full verb. 
Beyond  these  eommon  eharaeteristies of any of the  loeal 
serial eonstruetions,  the  seeondary verbs differ with respeet 
to  the eriteria observed  above,  viz.: 
1)  Internalorder:  seeondary vs.  tertiary position  in  a 
eomplex  serial eonstruetion. 
2)  Independent  negation of the  seeondary verb. 
3)  Anaphorie/deietie  use of the  seeondary verb  (i.e.  without 
an  overt  nominal  eomplement) .17 
By  these eriteria,  one  group of  seeondary verbs,  vize, 
khaw  "entern,  j:Jk  "go  out",  khyn  "aseend",  loU  "deseend" 
emerges  as  retaining  the highest degree of verbal properties: 
they  always  take  the  seeondary position in  a  eomplex  serial 
eonstruetion,  never  the  tertiary one;  there are eases  of 
independent negation,  and they may  oeeur anaphorieally,  or deieti-
eally.  With  respeet to  the  seeond eriterion,  however,  we  have 
,seen  that negatability is eonsiderably redueed,  sinee  the 
neqation is not any more freely applieable to lust any occurrenee 
of these  seeondary verbs,  but is limited to only eertain 
expressions of an  idiomatie  tinge.  Thus  there is  a  tangible 
deerease  in verb-like syntaetie behaviour as  eompared  to 
full verbs. 
Next  there is  thYll  "reaeh"  whieh  as  a  seeondary verb 
satisfies the eriteria of  independent negation  and of anaphorie/ 
deietie use,  but on  the other hand,  in  a  eomplex  formation 
always  takes  the tertiary position. 
Now,  it might  be  regarded  an  open  question whether,  by 31 
v 
the criterion of  independent negation, ~  ranks  higher  in 
verbality than the members  of the first group,  for,  as  we 
noted,  it is less restricted and  less  idiomatized with regard 
to  this  important criterion.  Though  this is of  course  a  strong 
argument,  it seems  to  me  that it is balanced by  the positional 
criterion,  since this position may  indeed  coincide with that 
of apreposition in  a  complex  serial construction and  would 
thus attest the more  prepositional status of  thYU  as  compared 
to  the' former  group. 
A  further decrease of verbal properties is observed  for 
the pair W  "go"/maa  "corne".  These still may  anaphorically 
imply  a  local  argument,  but they are no·longeropen  to  independent 
negation  and,  as  for  position,  both verbs  are determined  by 
the kind of other secondary verb  they  happen  to cooccur with. 
Or,  to put it another way,  while  they  are governed  by  those 
secondary verbs which  rank higher  in verbality,  they  in turn 
will govern  those which  rank  lower. 
v 
Once  more,  it may  not appear altogether clear how ~ 
on  the one  hand  and  the pair ~/maa on  the other rank  in 
relation to each  other.  By  the positional criterion,  - ~ 
and  maa  always  precede  th~U - one might  regard the latter two 
as still relatively more  verbal.  Yet,  as  they  are completely 
inaccessible  to  independent  negation,  this would  be  a  strong 
counter-argument. 
However,  as  there is no  decisive evidence  to settle this 
v 
question  one  way  or the other,  it would  seem  that both ~ 
as  weIl  as  the pair w/maa  by  these different criteria 
each  have  reached  an  intermediary status in comparison  to 
our first group  on  the one  hand  and  the  remaining  items  on 
the other. 
Of these,  the pair taam  "follow/kh.aam "cross" is flexible in posi-
tion and may  appear  I  just as the pair ~maa  in ei  ther the secondary or 
the tertiary position.  When  figuring in the last one,  however,  they have to 
be followed by a  nominal  camplement and therefore have to be evaluated 
as relatively more prepositional than the fo:r:mer  pair.  There is no possi-
bility of independent negation either. 32 
Finally,  as  the last item of our verbal  inventory,  there is 
caak  "depart  from",  which definitely comes  nearest to  the 
prepositional  end  of our continuum  - always  taking  the tertiary 
position  in  a  complex  construction,  rejecting  independent 
negation  and  requiring an overt  nominal  complement. 
On  the other hand,  even this last item has  not fully 
acquired prepositional status,  for  there still remains  a 
choice  in which  way  the obligatory nominal  complement  is 
jOined to it  (and  this equally applies  to  the pair  taam/khaam): 
it may  be  just the  noun  itself or,  alternatively,  within  the 
given  lexical limits,  a  prepositional phrase,  as  exemplified 
in  (65)  and  (72)  above). 
Thus,  when  these last secondary verbs  immediately  combine 
to  a  noun  in phrases  such  as  taam  than~n "a l ong  the  road", 
c~ak baan  "from  horne,  from  the  house",  the construction 
cannot  be  distinguished  from  any  other prepositional  phrase. 
However,  as  soon as  they precede  another  prepositional  phrase 
in their turn,  as  in  taam  lXI}  ft:uIJ  "along/onwards  behind  the 
herd"  and  caak  taaj  t6  "from  under  the  table"  above,  a  clear 
difference  in substitution paradigm is still manifest. 
As  the  final  step in  our continuum  we  come  to  those 
truly and  exclusively prepositional directional relators which, 
at least synchronically,  do  not display  any  verbal properties 
at all,  i.e.  those  intrinsically directional prepositions 
such  as  tÜ:  "from",  ~,  suu  "to/towards"  which,  however 
uncolloquial  and  stylistically restricted they may  be,  have 
to  be  included  in this  continuum  as  devices of the active 
system. 
4.CONCLUSION 
In  the preceding paragraphs  we  have  illustrated three  kinds 
of structural devices  to  express  local relations:  (a)  un-
marked  constructions,  (b)  prepositional phrases  and  (c)  serial 
verb  constructions.  Of  these,  unmarked  constructions may  express 
both static and directional  local relations,  and  thus  may 
neutralize  a  distinction which  is otherwise  systematically 33 
maintained in the  language  in that static locaJ  relations are 
differentiated in terms  of prepositional  phrases,  whereas 
directional ones  are  established by means  of serial verb  con-
structions. 
Both  kinds  of relators employed,  prepositions  on  the  one 
hand,  secondary verbs  on  the other,  contrast in their cate-
gorial affiliations to  nouns  and  verbs  respectively. 
Th~s,  the distributIon of static vs.  directional marking 
evidently has  an  iconic  touch,  since the notion  'static' will 
more  naturally be  associated with typical nominality,  while 
the notion of directionality more  naturally ties  in with 
dynamic  properties  typically inherent  in verbs. 
Now,  as  we  have  observed,  both kinds  of local relators 
differ among  themselves  as  to their respective degrees  of 
'nominality'  vs.  'verbality':  on  the one  hand  there is  a 
decrease in nomiüal  independence  from  full  noun  to intrinsic 
preposition to  be  observed  in the paradigm of static local 
relators.  On  the other hand  there is  a  gradual  decrease  in 
verbal properties  in the paradigm of directional  local rela-
tors which  in its turn  ends  up  in maximum  prepositionality. 
Thus,  there is  a  continuum  starting out  from  the  two 
opposite ends  of  nouns  and  verbs  respectively correlated to 
the  functional  notions  of static vs.  directional  local orienta-
tion;  both its branches  interlock,  as it were,  in the  common 
intermediary category of prepositions. 34 
NOTES 
1Similar phenomena  are  sometimes  observable,  too,  in case 
marking  languages:  cf.  German  Karl  ißt den  ganzen  Käse  vs. 
Karl  ißt den  ganzen  Tag  for which  interrogative substitution 
will  likewise  disaffibiguate  the  identical case marking  as  to 
the different semantic  relations  involved. 
2Cf.  HopperjThompson  1980  who  conceive of transitivity not  as 
a  plus-minus  property,  but  as  a  graded  phenomenon. 
3The  term is adopted  from  Kullavanijaya  1974:73. 
4 On  'possessor deletion'  vs.  'possessor obligatory'  cf.  Seiler 
1983:18ff. 
5Most  local relators also occur with  temporal meanings.  Further, 
l~IJ  may  also  figure  as  a  classifier which ,would  appear  as  a 
decrease  in nominality  by different criteria than  those re-
levant here.  Ultimately  then,  the  interconnection of cate-
gories  as  apparent  from multifunctional  lexemes  would  pre-
sent itself as  something  like a  network of intersecting 
6 
7 
lines. 
Equally,  thii has  functional  ramifications besides  those 
illustrated here.  It may  also  serve  as  a  relative pronoun, 
as  a  classifier and  as  an  ordinal marker.  Thus,  the  functional 
section considered here would,  in  a  broader description, 
have  to  be  related to  a  more  general  functional designa-
tion of this  lexeme. 
Cf.  e.g.  Noss  1964,  Panupong  1970. 
8maa  as  a  secondary  verb  in  (19)  is used  in  a  temporal  sense 
in reference  to  the  time of the utterance. 
9The  term  is adopted  from  Haas  1964. 
10Cf.  . .  e.g.  Kullavanl]aya  1974:81. 
11 cf.  Noss  1964:182ff. 
12while Noss  claims  as  postpositions  some  of the lexical items 
studied here,  he  terms those identical items  'completive verbs'  in 
other parts of his  grammar  (127ff).  Nowhere  does it become 
explicit,  however,  what  kind of  syntactic differences  these 
alternative categorizations rest on,  nor  are  there  any 
cross-references  to  acknowledge  that they are,  after all, 
identical  lexemes.  Therefore,  as  the  grammar  as  a  whole 
provides  but very little syntactic material  to  ac  count  for 
the  form-classes  it postulates,  the  reader is left without 
a  clue  as  to  the  recognition of  a  'completive'  vs.  a  'post-
positional'  use T  respectively,  of  a  given occurrence of  any 
of these  items. 
13Cf.  Grima  1978.  As  his  study  shows,  redundancy  in  Thai  is 
much  lower  than  in English,for  example.  This  general  charac-
teristic is,  e.g.  reflected in the capacity of verbs  to 
anaphorically substitute for  entire propositions.  Where  in 
European  languages  at least a"dummy ll  representation of 
arguments  would  be  required in most  cases,  in Thai  open 
representation of arguments  which  are readily identifiable from  the  context would  be  regarded,  if not  as  wrong,  at 
least as  unnecessarily  laborious. 
14Also  cf.  Grima  1978:64 
15Noss  1964~127 
16Cf  H  1964  "","  11  .  e.g.  aas  ,  s.v.  maJ  not 
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17The  criteria considered here  only  in part coincide with  those 
e.g.  Paul  1982  considered valid for  analogous  constructions 
in Chinese.  She  also derives  evidence  from  the  occurrence  and 
position of aspect markers.  However,  due  to differences 
between  Thai  and  Chinese generally,  such  a  criterion is 
not applicable  in  Tha~. 
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